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Abstract— A mobile ad-Hoc community is a collection of cell nodes which may be dynamically and arbitrarily, located in such a way 
that the inter-connections among nodes are able to converting on regular basis. due to safety vulnerabilities of the routing protocols, 
wireless advert-hoc networks are unprotected to assaults of the malicious nodes. the type of attacks is the, Black hole attack. 
An advert-hoc community is a hard and fast of cellular nodes that dynamically shape a transient network and are infrastructure 
much less. Networks are blanketed the use of many wireless firewalls and encryption software program applications. but lots of them 
are not sufficient and powerful because of its limited power and mobility. The wi-fi aim of the protection answers for wi-fi networks is 
to provide protection offerings, which includes authentication, confidentiality, integrity, anonymity, and availability, to cellular users. 
Black hollow assault is one in every of the intense security threats in ad-hoc networks which can be effortlessly hired with the aid of 
exploiting vulnerability of on- demand routing protocols which encompass advert-Hoc On-demand distance vector (AODV). 
There are loads of detection and defence mechanisms to do away with the intruder that carry out the black hole attack. In this thesis, 
simulated the black hole assault in various wireless advert-hoc network scenarios and feature attempted to discover a response 
mechanism in simulations. 
In proposed technique, an algorithmic approach of format is to recognition on analysing and enhancing the security of AODV, this is 
one of the famous routing protocols for MANET. Our intention is on making sure the security toward Black hole assault. The 
proposed answer is capable of detecting & disposing of Black hole node(s) within the MANET on the begin. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile Ad-Hoc network is a set of cell nodes which can be dynamically and arbitrarily positioned on 
this type of manner, that the inter-connections, between nodes are capable of transitioning on persistent 
basis. because of protection vulnerabilities of the routing protocols, Wireless Fidelity ad-hoc networks are 
unprotected to assaults of the malicious nodes. One of such assaults is the Black Hole Attack[1][2]. 

An ad-hoc network, is a collection of mobile nodes that dynamically shape a temporary network and 
are infrastructure an awful lot much less. Networks are protected the use of many wireless firewalls and 
encryption software’s. but lots of them are not efficient wireless and powerful due to its limited electricity 
and mobility. The wireless purpose of the safety answers for wi-fi wireless networks is to offer safety 
offerings, which incorporates authentication, integrity, anonymity, and availability, to cellular clients. 
Black hole assault is one of the severe protection threats in ad-hoc networks which may be wi-fi wireless 
employed via using exploiting vulnerability of routing protocols at the side of ad-Hoc distance vector 
(AODV)[20]. 

A malicious node losing all of the visitors in the network makes use of the vulnerabilities/ of the path 
discovery packets of the on-demand protocols, together with AODV. In route discovery system of AODV 
protocol, intermediate nodes are responsible to find a fresh route to the destination, sending discovery 
packets to the neighbour nodes. Malicious nodes do no longer use this procedure and instead, they 
immediately respond to the supply node with false information as though it has fresh sufficient course to 
the destination. therefore, supply node sends its statistics packets via the malicious node to the destination 
assuming it's miles a true route. Black hole assault may additionally arise due to a malicious node that's 
intentionally misbehaving, as well as a broken node interface. in any case, nodes inside the network will 
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constantly try to discover a path for the destination, which makes the node eat its battery further to losing 
packets. 
 

In proposed system, format an algorithmic method to awareness on analysing and improving the safety 
of AODV, that is one of the well-known routing protocols for MANET. Intention is on ensuring the safety 
in the direction of Black hollow assault. The proposed solution is able to detecting & disposing of Black 
hole node(s) in the MANET at the beginning. 

In this study, simulated Black hole assault in wireless ad-hoc networks and evaluated its damage within 
the network. Network is simulated with the use of NS-2 (network Simulator model 2) simulation 
application that includes the collection of all network/ protocols to simulate the numerous network 
topologies.  

Even though NS-2 consists of Wireless ad-hoc routing protocols, it does now not have any modules to 
simulate  protocols. therefore, to simulate Black hole assaults, I first added a latest Black hole protocol 
into the NS-2. started out have a look at through writing a ultra-modern AODV protocol using TCL Script, 
to simulate the Black hole attack.  

Having carried out a contemporary routing protocol which simulates the black hole it first checks on 
distinct topologies to assess the network performance with and without black holes within the network. As 
predicted, the throughput within the network have become deteriorated substantially inside the presence of 
a black hollow. Afterwards, I proposed an IDS approach to eliminate maliciousness of BH attack in the 
AODV network. Implementing solution on the NS-2 and evaluate the results of modified AODV 
implementation. Below are wireless network characteristics and properties. 
 

A. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN): 

WLANs are opportunity of traditional LANs that join nodes in infrastructureless environments. 
WLANs transmit data over wi-fi medium instead of cord. A wi-fi nearby area Networks (WLAN) is a 
shared medium verbal exchange network that broadcast records over wi-fi links to be acquired by using all 
stations (e.g. computing gadgets[22]).  

WLANs are used mainly to connect with the internet. wi-fi internet get right of entry to factors are 
called “hot spots” and are already available in coffeehouse and other public places inclusive of airports, 
stations and accommodations. 

Due to these benefits, WLANs have received sizable recognition among cell users to get admission to 
actual-time statistics. clearly WLANs are applied in cell devices consisting of laptops, PDAs etc. to talk 
with each other without the use of wired Ethernet (IEEE 802.3). In a WLAN, in preference to stressed 
Ethernet protocol, IEEE 802.3, wi-fi Ethernet protocol, IEEE 802.11 is used. 

B. IEEE 802.11 Standards: 

IEEE 802.11 is a member of the IEEE 802 protocol convention, which defines specifications of Locale 
Area Network (LAN) technology. IEEE 802 specs are cantered on  lowest layers of the OSI version, the 
MAC and the physical (PHY) thing that incorporate each other within the IEEE 802 series, individual 
specifications are determined after the point. 802.3, as an instance layout carrier feel more than one access 
network with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) and 802.five is the Token-Ring specification. parent three 
indicates the various additives of the 802 family and their relation with the ISO fashions. IEEE 802.11 
standards / specifications / technologies referred to as Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) that is additionally an 
indicator of the Wi-Fi Alliance, a non-earnings wireless corporation at the beginning fashioned as ICA 
(wireless Ethernet Compatibility Alliance)[22].  

In 1999, ICA has posted its Wi-Fi certification [4] software. Any 802.11 dealer may have their 
merchandise tested for interoperability using Wi-Fi certification. tested products are offered a wi-fi 
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certified emblem with coloured general Indicator Icon (SII). wireless 4 indicates examples of the Wi-Fi 
certification licensed brand with SII. 

IEEE Standards Speed Frequency Interface 
802.11 Up to 2 Mbps 2.4 GHz IR / FHSS / DSSS 
802.11a Up to 54 Mbps 5 GHz OFDM 
802.11b Up to 11 Mbps 2.4 GHz HR-DSSS 
802.11g Up to 54 Mbps 2.4 GHz OFDM 

                                                                            Table 1 Comparison of 802.11 standards 

 

C. Ad-Hoc Network: 

This network is referred to as Independent Basic Service Set  (IBSS) Stations in a IBSS speak without 
delay with every other and do no longer use an access point. because of the mobility related to advert-hoc 
networks, they may be normally known as MANET (mobile advert-hoc network). MANETs are self-
prepared networks whose nodes are loose to move randomly at the same time as being capable of talk with 
every different with out the assist of an existing network infrastructure. MANETs are appropriate for use 
in conditions wherein any stressed out or wireless infrastructure is inaccessible/, overloaded, damaged or 
destroyed along with emergency or rescue missions, disaster remedy efforts and tactical battlefields, as 
unwell as civilian MANET conditions, consisting of meetings and school rooms or within the studies area 
like sensor networks. MANETs remove this dependence on a fixed network infrastructure in which each 
station acts as an intermediate transfer. 

D. Comparison Between Infrastructure and Ad-Hoc network : 

In an infrastructure network, stations are required to be in the coverage place of get admission to point. 
therefore, mobility is restricted with the distance between the get entry to point and the station. however, 
in an ad-hoc network, a station can transmit information to some other one as long as there's a third station 
which can cover each of them. records is forwarded thru intermediate station/s using one of the advert-hoc 
network routing protocols. This approach helps a larger operating place but bodily layer complexity will 
increase. Stations might also look for the target station that is out of variety by using flooding the network 
with declares that are forwarded via each station. 

In an infrastructure network, access points can handle battery optimization for its stations. while a 
station is in the power saving mode, get admission to factor can buffer frames for it. However, in an 
advert-hoc network, power intake is better, in view that stations transmit frames that do not situation 
themselves. 

whilst transmitting packets over cellular nodes, hop matter is changing in MANETs even though in 
infrastructure WLANs, communication must have two hops. it's far possible to encompass unexpectedly 
changing, random, multihop topologies inside the routing characteristic of MANET[7].  

II. RELATED WORK 

Routing is an important feature for any network, whether or not it is for wired or wireless. The 
protocols designed for routing in those two forms of networks, but, have absolutely exceptional 
characteristics. Routing protocols for wired networks neither want to address mobility of nodes inside the 
gadget nor have those protocols to be designed to limit the communique overhead. this is so due to the fact 
stressed out networks normally have high bandwidths. most importantly, the routing protocols in wireline 
networks or wireless infrastructure community are assumed to execute on trusted entities, particularly the 
routers. but these characteristics change completely when cellular ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are taken 
into consideration as there are not any special routers in MANETs. hence, each node should carry out 
routing capabilities in order to ahead a packet to the destination. Mobility is consequently a primary 
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characteristic in MANETs. aside from this, useful resource constraints additionally govern the design of 
routing protocols for such networks.  therefore, routing protocols need to be specially designed for 
MANETs. This indeed has been a place of awareness of studies for the previous few years[22]. 

Primarily based on the instance at which the routes are set up, routing protocols for MANETs can 
especially be classified into the three classes illustrated in figure. 

                  

           

                                                                          Fig.1 MANETs Routing Protocols 

 
A. Table Driven (Proactive) Routing protocol: 

 

Table driven routing protocols hold at all times routing information concerning the connectivity of 
every node to all different nodes that take part inside the community. additionally, called proactive, these 
protocols allow each node to have a clean and regular view of the network topology by using propagating 
periodic updates. consequently, all nodes are capable of make instantaneous selections concerning the 
forwarding of a particular packet. that is achieved at the fee of bandwidth. however, the primary 
disadvantages of such algorithms are – (i) Requirement of a huge quantity of records for renovation at 
every node. (ii) sluggish response on restructuring and failures. Some table driven protocols are: 
 DSDV 
 OLSR 
 WRP 
 FSR 
 TBRPF 

 
B. On-Demand (Reactive) Routing Protocol: 

 

Reactive routing protocols, which up-to-date greater appropriate for advert hoc networks, do now not 
maintain up-to-date records approximately the network topology, as is performed through the proactive 
ones, however they devise routes on demand. among reactive routing protocols, the advert hoc On demand 
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Distance Vector Routing (AODV) and the Dynamic supply Routing (DSR) are the maximum installed and 
famous ones. This form of protocols unearths a course on call for by means of flooding the network with 
path Request packets. Some of the on-demand routing protocols are: 
 AODV 
 DSR 
 CBRP 
 TORA 
 LAR 

 
C. Hybrid Routing Protocol: 

Hybrid protocols integrate local proactive and global reactive routing with the intention to acquire a 
better stage of performance and scalability. for example, a proactive scheme can be used for close by MHs 
most effective, even as routes to distant nodes are located using reactive  

 
mode. usually, however not constantly, hybrid protocols may be associated with some sort of hierarchy 

that could either be based on the neighbours of a node or on logical partitions of the community. The 
fundamental obstacle of hybrid schemes combining both techniques is that it nonetheless desires to 
preserve at least the ones paths which might be presently in use. this boundaries the amount of topological 
changes that may be tolerated within a given time span. despite the fact that on occasion no longer express, 
maximum hybrid protocols do attempt to rent a few type of hierarchical association (or pseudo hierarchy). 
typically, this hierarchy is based both on the neighbours of a node or in exceptional walls of the 
community. a number of the maximum referred hybrid routing protocols for MANETs are like ZRP. 
 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
Black hole assault is a main safety challenge that impacts the overall performance of the AODV routing 

protocol. Its detection is predominant problem of situation. due to the inherent layout risks of routing 
protocol in MANETs, many researchers have carried out diverse techniques to recommend exceptional 
sorts of prevention mechanisms for black hole attack. Implementing a technique to avoid black hole attack 
by detecting the malicious node and then avoiding BH attack by modifying the AODV routing protocol 
such that the protocol calculates the added feature which generates trust factors for each node an based on 
that the BH nodes are mitigated. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Many trust manage schemes had been proposed to assess trust values and most of the trust-based totally 

protocols for comfy routing calculated consider values based on the characteristics of nodes behaving 
properly on the network layer. trust dimension may be application structured and can be one among a kind 
based totally on the layout goals of proposed schemes. The trust manage metrics include overhead (e.g., 
control packet overheads), throughput, packet transport ratio, packet dropping rate, and delay. 
 

Routing in cell advert hoc networks is pretentious due to the dynamic nature of nodes, which are not 
solid and keep moving. however nevertheless nodes talk with each other and alternate facts inside the 
available nodes at the network. The structure of the proposed work is furnished in figure 1. The node trust 
performs a very important function in MANET routing. trust aspect right here specializes in figuring out 
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the nodes which no longer suitable for reliable routing and helps to pick out an trade path to keep on 
routing successfully using dependable nodes. The proposed work concentrates on identifying those 
unreliable nodes the use of the trust diploma values calculated for each node. 

 
 
 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 Architecture of proposed TBRAODV routing in MANET 
 

 

     The trust level value calculation is based on the parameters shown in the table 1. The count field 
describes about two criteria success and failure which describes whether the transmission was a successful 
transmission or a failure. RREQ and RREP are the path request and path reply respectively which are 
exchanged among nodes within the community. data refers back to the payload transmitted by the node 
within the routing path[16][17]. 
 

                                      
      Table 2.  Trust value calculation parameters      

 

    The parameter qrs is described as the query request achievement rate that is calculated based totally on 
range of neighboring nodes who've correctly obtained (rreq) from the source node which has broadcasted 
it, qrf defined as the question request failure fee that's calculated primarily based on quantity of 
neighboring nodes that have now not acquired the query request, qps is defines as the query respond 
achievement rate which is calculated as a success replies (rrep) obtained through the supply node which 
has sent the rreq and qpf is defined because the question reply failure price that's calculated primarily 
based at the variety of neighboring nodes which have not sent the replies for the query request received. 
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qds is described because the data achievement charge calculated primarily based on successfully 
transmitted information and qdf is described as data failure rate calculated primarily based on records that 
have failed to reach destination. However, it is known that for every network there will be minimum data 
loss due to various constraints. 

                                                                                       

     

   In which Qr, Qp and Qd are intermediate values that are used to calculate the nodes Request price, reply 
price and statistics transmission rate. The values of Qr, Qp, and Qd are normalized to fall in variety of -1 
to +1. If the values fall past the normalized variety then it sincerely indicates that the failure rate of the 
node is crossing the threshold and denotes that the corresponding node might not be suitable for routing. 
 

TL = T (RREQ) * Qr + T (RREP) * Qp + T (DATA) * Qd (4)

 
   In which, TL is the trust degree value and T(RREQ), T(RREP) and T(data) are time factorial at which 
route request , path reply and facts are dispatched by the node respectively. aside from the above stated 
normalized range, the usage of the above system the believe stage value (TL) is calculated for every node 
at some stage in routing and is checked against the threshold cost (assumed to be as 5). If lesser than 
threshold then there may be a opportunity for this node to be marked as misbehaving node for the cutting-
edge transmission and will now not be suitable for in addition routing and an alternate path is selected for 
routing. However, this node may be the best node for some 
 
   other transmission between some other source and destination in the same network. TBR AODV checks 
every node with its trust value to crosscheck every nodes trustworthiness for effective and efficient routing 
and also to assure qos in MANET. 
 
   For the sample network shown in figure 2, the path selected is S F E G D. For example, Node E has four 
neighbours and for this node the trust value calculation is to be done[17]. 
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Fig 3.  Sample network to implement TBRAODV 

 

   For node E the trust value calculation table is given in table 2 which contains the success and failure rate 
of route request, reply and data. 
 

                                 
Table 3.  Trust value calculation for Node E 

 
   Qr = ( 4  - 0 ) / ( 4  +0  ) = 1 
 
   Qp = ( 4  - 0 ) / ( 4  +0  ) = 1 
 
   Qd = ( 900-100 ) / ( 900+100) = 0.8 
 
    The values of Qr, Qp, and Qd are falling within the normalized range fixed (i.e) -1 to +1. 
Thus the trust value is calculated for the node E. 
 
    TL = 1*1!+1*2!+0.8*3! = 7.8 (which is more than 5) thus making this node a reliable node for routing. 
This trust calculation is done for all nodes in the routing path to monitor nodes behaviour. If the rate of 
failure rises, which then automatically affects the Qr, Qp and Qd values making them go beyond the 
normalized values which then results in trust values less than that of threshold. 
 

 

V. SIMULATION 

 
In the proposed strategy is implemented on NS-2 network simulator. Here below we discuss the 

simulation process of creating a simulation, testing Aodv with and without black hole before simulating 
the modified AODV, about TCL scripting with which the simulation is scripted and implemented and its 
parameters as follows[6][1]: 

 
A. TCL language in NS-2: 

 
   Brief for tool Command Language, TCL is a powerful interpreted programming language advanced by 
using John Ousterhout on the university of California, Berkeley. 
   TCL is a very powerful and dynamic programming language. It has a huge range of usage, which 
include web and computing device programs, networking, administration, testing etc. Tcl is a honestly go 
platform, without difficulty deployed and relatively extensible. 
  The maximum extensive benefit of Tcl language is that it's far completely like, minded with the c 
programming language and Tcl libraries can be interoperated without delay into C applications. 
 
B. Testing the black hole AODV: 

 
I have tested our implementation of the Black Hole to see whether it is correctly working or not. To be 

ensuring the implementation is correctly working, I used the NAM (Network Animator) application of NS. 
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To test the implementation, I used two simulations. In the first scenario I did not use any Black Hole 
AODV Node (the malicious node that exhibits the Black Hole Attack will be called “Black Hole Node”).            
In the second scenario I added a Black Hole AODV Node to the simulation. Then I compared the results 
of the simulations using NAM. 

 
C. Simulation Parameters and Measured Metrics: 

To take accurate effects from the simulations, I used UDP protocol. The supply node keeps on sending 
out UDP packets, although the malicious node drops them, even as the node finishes the relationship if it 
makes use of TCP protocol. consequently, I should look at the relationship go with the flow between 
sending node and receiving node in the course of the simulation. moreover I Ire capable of be counted one 
at a time the despatched and obtained packets because the UDP connection isn't lost in the course of the 
simulation. If I had used TCP protocol in our scenarios I couldn't remember the sent or received packets 
since the node that starts off evolved the TCP connection will end the connection after some time if it has 
not received the TCP ACK packet. Generate a small length community that has 7 nodes and create a UDP 
connection between Node 2 and Node five, and connect CBR (steady Bit rate) application that generates 
constant packets through the UDP connection. CBR packet size is selected to be 512 bytes lengthy, 
records charge is set to at least one Mbyte. duration of the eventualities is 20 seconds and the CBR 
connections started out at time equals to at least one.0 seconds and hold till the stop of the simulation, in a 
75 x 75-meter flat area. I manually defined suitable positions of the nodes to expose the data drift and also 
introduce a movement only to Node 1 to reveal the changes of the statistics glide inside the community. 

 
D. Evaluation of simulation: 

In the first scenario where there is not a Black Hole AODV Node, connection between Node 5 and 
Node 4 is correctly flawed when look at the animation of the simulation, using NAM. Figure 19 shows 
the data flow from Node 2 to Node 5. When the Node 1 leaves the propagation range of the Node 2 
while moving, the new connection is established via Node 3. The new connection path is shown in 
Figure 3. 

 

                             
                                                   Fig. 4 Data flow between Node 2 and Node 5 via Node 1 and Node 6 
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                                                                   Fig 5 Data flow between Node 2 and Node 5 via Node 3 and Node 4 
 

In the second scenario, commenting out the three statements in the Tcl script, shown in Figure 5.2, I 
could easily add the Black Hole behaviour to Node 0. The first statement, “$ns node-config -adhocRouting 
blackholeAODV” is to add the Black Hole AODV behaviour to the nodes created from this point on. But I 
only define Node 0 as a Black Hole AODV and I have to change to AODV protocol after Node 0 again 
with the third statement. The second statement just puts a notification to Node 0 defining it as a Black 
Hole Node. 

          
                                                                                 Fig. 6 Node creation and configuration in Tcl script 

 
Node 0 being a Black Hole AODV Node absorbs the packets in the connection from Node 2 to Node 5. 

Figure 22 shows how the Black Hole AODV Node absorbs the traffic[5]. 
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                                                               Fig. 7 Node 0 (Black Hole Node) absorbs the connection Node 2 to Node 5 

 In our test, I ensured that the Black hollow AODV implementation is successfully running. Then, I 
done the real simulation, will describe inside the next phase. due to the fact I cannot effortlessly see the 
consequences of the Black hollow AODV Node within the large variety of Nodes and connections, i will 
carry out in the actual simulation, I had to test the implementation in a small sized simulation that has a 
small wide variety of nodes. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 How Black hole attack is carried out in NS2 and which the effects are received from the simulations we 
observed in simulation part of this paper and now once I observe the simulations that include black hole 
nodes, and observe our TBRAODV’s simulation instances. 

 

                        
                                                                                                  Fig. 8 Simulation instance 1                   
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                                                                                                  Fig. 9 Simulation instance 2                  
     

     In simulation instance 1 (Fig.8) the algorithm has calculated the Trust Factor and every node is labeled 

with its trust factor. In instance 2 (fig.9) we can see the various clusters formed with the centre as the most 

weighted trust node as the head which is green coloured nodes. Clusters are formed for comparing different 

nodes trust within the head’s close proximity for better accuracy. 

 

                         
                                                                                                   Fig. 10 Simulation instance 3 
 

    The path discover process started in this instance based on trust factor by exchanging RREQ and RREP. The 

red coloured attacking nodes try to gain the trust, thus Black hole nodes are actively trying to participate. 
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                                                                                            Fig. 11 Simulation instance 4 
 

    Black hole nodes are eliminated as secure path nodes as their trust factor is low and can’t be trusted. Secure 

route is established between source and destination. Transmission begins between source and destination on 

a trusted path. 

The table below provides the general terminology of performance metrics that we consider for the 

simulations throughout our research work presented in this thesis. Performance metrics of Table 4 are 

considered for comparison of routing protocol[15]. 

 

Sr.no. Performance 

matrix 

Description 

1 Packet Delivery 

Ratio 

This is the ratio of the number of data packets successfully delivered to 

the destinations to those generated by sources. Packet Delivery Fraction = 

received packets/sent packets * 100. 

2 Average End to-

End Delay 

(AED) 

It is defined as the average time taken by data packets to propagate from 

source to destination across a MANET. This includes all possible delays 

caused by buffering during routing discovery latency, queuing at the 

interface queue, and retransmission delays at the MAC, propagation and 

transfer times of data packets. 

3 Average 

Throughput  

It is the rate of successfully transmitted data packets in a unit time in the 

network during the simulation.   

                                                                                                   Table 4 Performance matrix 
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                                                              Fig.11 Performance graph of modified AODV 

 

    The trace graph generated below is also generated with NS-2 by adding a plugin of NS-2 called the 
Trace Graph by calling library function in TBRAODV’s, which is our modified AODV’s, TCL script. 
This application generates and graphs the values of total Throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Packet 
Delay Ratio, and delay of packet transmission between source and destination node. 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this model, a very simple and effective way of providing security against black hole attack by 
introducing some modifications to AODV is introduced. Hence, by using TBRAODV (Trust value Based 
AODV Routing) as a routing algorithm in MANET, one can also be sure of not being susceptible to black 
hole attacks. The machine detects the malicious nodes and isolates it from the statistics forwarding and 
routing. We additionally infer that a extra designated studies and with some add-on functions to AODV, 
will prevent the opposite security threats can also be detected and to certain extent prevent like the way we 
have proposed for the black hole attack. There will be an increase in throughput with the proposed 
technique over traditional AODV algorithm. Time taken to detect and avoid the malicious node will be 
minimum. 
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